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ABSTRACT
Education research offers strong evidence that social supports, learning interventions situated in meaningful social interaction, during
learning can aid in developing interest and promote understanding
for the content. However, children are often asked to complete
homework tasks in isolation. To address this discrepancy, we build
on prior work in social robotics to demonstrate the effectiveness
of a socially adept robot, as compared to a socially neutral robot to
generate situational interest and improve learning while reading a
science textbook. We conducted a randomized controlled experiment (N = 63) of one reading interaction with either the socially
adept or socially neutral robot. Our results show that children who
read with a socially adept robot found the robot to be friendlier and
more attractive, reported a higher level of closeness and mutualliking for the robot, had higher situational interest, and made more
scientifically accurate statements on a concept-map activity. We
discuss the practical and theoretical implications of these findings.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Education researchers and learning scientists have emphasized that
impactful learning requires deep conceptual understanding rather
than the simple acquisition of facts and procedures [11, 65]. Interest in academic content, such as science, helps promote increased
effort, self-regulation, and perseverance through challenge that aid
in deeper learning [60]. Recent advances in research on learning
sciences and interest development have emphasized the importance
of personalized learning and social supports, learning activities situated in meaningful social interaction, to develop and maintain
interest [35]. While there is clear demand for increasing student
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Figure 1: Child reading an augmented book with the learning companion robot, "Newt."

interest and deep understanding in science [16], personalized learning and social supports that can benefit this type of learning take
considerable resources and planning to include in a learning environment and are often lacking in learning opportunities that take
place in the home (i.e., homework). To address the lack of social
support for children during science learning at home, we have developed a social robot to act as an in-home learning companion
(See Figure 1). The robot is designed to augment traditional science
textbook reading by incorporating socially situated interest scaffolds
that are personalized supports for learning that specifically emphasize the cognitive and affective needs of children, including positive
social interaction, for learning and developing interest.
Students who have interest in the academic work they engage
in experience deeper cognitive processing, persist longer through
challenges, and focus longer on the learning activity [28, 30]. Developing and maintaining student interest during learning does not
automatically occur. Rather, interest requires support and opportunity to develop. Interest can be positively influenced by learning
activities that employ interest scaffolding [35], instruction that includes supports tailored to meet the specific interest development
needs of individual students, such as support to pursue their own
ideas [61]. These interest scaffolds can also be socially situated to
include meaningful social interactions, such as sharing insights during learning, that are powerful supports for interest development.
[4, 55, 57]. Designing learning environments to provide effective
socially situated interest scaffolding has the potential to be a transformative mechanism to enhance student achievement.
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Social robots may be an especially effective educational technology to provide socially situated interest scaffolding while learning
in academic content because of their ability to rapidly adapt their
interactions to tailor learning supports and their ability to behave
in socially meaningful and adept ways, such as using non-verbal
cues and personal stories, during those interactions Belpaeme et al.
[6]. This effect may be particularly powerful for learning at home,
where homework is often done in isolation, and could benefit from
social interaction and interest support. Given recent advancements
in educational robotics [6, 7], it is crucial that their potential for
having a positive impact on interest and learning in academic content is examined through rigorous study. We believe that socially
situated interest scaffolds, delivered by a learning companion robot
programmed to provide meaningful and adept social interactions,
will make an especially effective learning technology to improve
educational outcomes such as learning and interest development.
As we begin to explore this possibility, our initial goal is to test
how impactful socially adept robot behaviors, as part of the socially
situated interest scaffolds, are to learning and interest development.

2

RELATED WORK

Our work draws on theories of interest development and social
learning and design guidelines from human-robot interaction that
are briefly reviewed in the following paragraphs.

2.1

Interest Development and Social Learning

There is strong evidence that interest is closely related to deep
learning and knowledge building [30, 60]. As such, it is important
to foster long-term interest in academic subjects in order to facilitate learning in those domains over time. Researchers studying
interest development describe situational interest as a momentary
psychological state during engagement, evident from observed increases in focus and attention [30, 51], that are classified as being
either triggered (or catch) or maintained (or hold). Triggered situational interest, often elicited by novel or exciting environmental
features, leads to increased engagement and positive feelings in
the moment. Maintained situational interest—through increasing a
learner’s knowledge of the content and supporting them to see what
they are learning as valuable and rewarding—will lead to sustained
engagement and re-engagement over time [33, 60]. Repeated activation of situational interest, particularly instances of maintained
situational interest, is thought to lead to the development of individual interest, a stable pre-disposition to re-engage with content
[29, 30, 60]. While increased situational interest does not always
lead to improved learning in the moment [20], situational interest
is the mechanism for developing the long-term individual interest
in the content that is related to improved learning outcomes [30].
Interest development supports are more deeply impactful when
they are socially situated, where the supports are presented in the
context of meaningful social interaction [4, 8]. Socially situated
learning promotes positive affect, an important early vehicle for
triggering situational interest, and more importantly supports developing value and knowledge for the content that facilitates maintained situational interest [60]. Value for the content is supported
through social interaction during learning, because these interactions give the learner opportunities to build relationships, share
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values, and feel a sense of social involvement with others during
academic learning [4, 18, 33]. Value for the content is promoted
when social others share the experience and excitement for the
work, provide access to additional information, and provide guidance with ideas about how and what to pursue next [8]. These
social connections aid an individual in internalizing values for the
content through finding shared purpose, focus, and values [18].
During learning activities, children benefit from social interactions
with others who are supportive and approachable and who demonstrate friendliness, humor, and enthusiasm about the content being
learned, because these interactions promote feelings of belonging
and relatedness to the content and to others engaging in learning
that content [47]. For example, in a longitudinal study of young
readers, Nolen [55] found a social reading environment, where the
children engaged in partner readings, shared recommended books
with each other, and teachers emphasized the “social value of reading,” promoted developing individual interest in reading over time.
Social supports that aid learners in finding content to be valuable
and rewarding have also been used to promote interest in science
using positive social influence. Jackson et al. [34] found that, for
women, positive social recognition, such as encouraging and understanding the person’s interest in science, is related to increased
career interest in science fields. Even simple encouragement can
serve as an effective social support; Hulleman et al. [33] found that
the more parents talked to their children about the importance of
STEM, the more STEM classes students took in high school.
Content knowledge is also supported through social interactions,
because the learning experience is transformed into a collaborative
activity that allows for shared knowledge construction [54, 70]. Social interaction distributes cognitive processes among group members and helps generate new ideas and insights that result from the
interaction [31]. This type of social interaction is effective for improving reading comprehension when children are able to discuss
what they are reading with others. Social others can perform part of
the cognitive activity required for comprehension by summarizing
and rephrasing what they are reading or pointing out key features
of the text. Social interactions also promote deeper understanding
from reading through discussions that prompt new ideas about the
content or connect that content to other prior knowledge.
These social influences are powerful tools for supporting interest
development in academic domains by increasing positive affect,
value, and knowledge in the domain. However, students do not
always have the opportunity to experience such positive social
interactions while learning, particularly at home.

2.2

Human-Robot Interaction

Human-computer interaction (HCI) and Human-robot interaction
(HRI) research has found that humans respond to computers and
technology in social ways and that robots can be designed in ways
to elicit a strong social response [19, 23]. In general, working with
a non-human agent enhances learning more than working without one [66]. These effects are greater with the use of conversational and polite speech and human-like actions by the agent [36].
These agents are most often designed as digital companions, but
a robotic learning companion is best suited to provide social support, because their physical presence enhances their capacity for
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greater social connection-making than other technologies [5, 6, 38].
While robotic platforms come with many inherent challenges, including cost and complexity, the potential benefit of greater social
connection-making by promoting interest and learning motivates
us to overcome these challenges.
Even very simple robots that incorporate few if any social cues,
here-after referred to as a socially neutral robot as done by Saerbeck
et al. [64], can be perceived in a social way. However, socially adept
robots that utilize existing human-human social cues and behaviors for social connection-making are capable of establishing and
maintaining strong social connections that last over time [6]. These
cues include eye gaze, such as eye contact [52] and well-timed
gaze-aversion patterns [1], addressing the person by name during
interaction or acknowledging what happened in prior interaction
(e.g., recalling who won or lost a previous game) [44], making individualized recommendations for that person [46], and speaking in
an expressive [42] or informal tone [9]. Leite et al. [43], based on
a synthesis of social robotics design research, suggest that social
robots should be capable of identifying users, recalling previous
interactions, personalizing interactions based on the user and prior
interactions, and incrementally disclosing personal characteristics
and demonstrating novel behavior. These design considerations
help social robots overcome some of the difficulties found in HRI
such as a potential drop in engagement after a novelty effect has
worn off and programmed interactions becoming repetitious over
time [22, 44]. Implementing these recommendations into the design
of a social companion robot will encourage broader acceptance
of the technology [14, 26] and aid in social connection-making
between the robot and a learner that benefit learning [6, 64].
One aspect of learning that a social robot may be especially useful for is the support of in-home science learning. In-home learning
has long been an established part of school-based education, and
homework completion and accuracy contribute to academic performance [15], particularly in precollege math and science classes [21].
While reading from a textbook is a common homework assignment
for middle school science classrooms, many middle school students
find textbook reading boring and difficult [27]. Including socially
situated interest scaffolds addresses this problem by improving a
student’s situational interest in textbook reading, creating a path
to promoting learning and individual interest in science. To support interest during science textbook reading, Guthrie and Klauda
[27] suggest supporting student self-efficacy with supplemental
materials, demonstrating the value of reading a textbook for understanding the content, and using social interaction around reading.
There is also evidence that including value and relevance connections while learning from a science textbook have a positive effect
on perceived value and topic interest in the content [72]. This prior
work suggests that middle school students’ situational interest and
learning benefit from reading with a social robot that is designed
for socially situated interest scaffolding.
The last decade has seen an increase in research into how social robots can support motivation and promote learning through
interactions with children in and out of schools [6]. These studies
have typically looked at robots designed to improve basic skills
such as vocabulary and language learning [40, 46, 64, 69], handwriting [32], and test taking [12]; or to make learning more enjoyable
[37] and positively influence a child’s curiosity [25]. A promising
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study by Saerbeck et al. [64] found that a robot programmed with
socially supportive behaviors, when compared to a socially neutral
robot, improved learning and motivation in a language learning
task. Similarly, Kory Westlund et al. [42] found that a robot using
expressive speech was more effective than flat speech, when the
robot read stories and asked children questions about the stories,
for promoting vocabulary learning as well as concentration and
engagement. In math learning activities, studies show that children
prefer working with a social robot over a workbook [45] and that
dynamic vocalizations from a robot improve rapport and social
presence [48], but neither study showed any learning gains. One
example of a study in a science learning environment found that
children that routinely asked science questions of a social robot in
their classroom had increased levels of curiosity for science [67].
While studies have shown that socially supportive behavior by a
robot is beneficial to learning and motivation in some areas, little
work has been done to examine the use of a social robot to facilitate
learning and motivation related to science content or to augment
reading non-fiction textbook materials.
The role of the robot as a listener during reading activity, where
the child is responsible for the reading and the robot augments
the reading with verbal responses, has also been under-explored.
One example of research on reading with a robot was conducted by
Michaelis and Mutlu [49, 50], who designed a learning companion
robot, “Minnie” to augment in-home reading activities with children. This work found that children reading with the robot at home
made a social connection with the robot and described liking the
activity because the robot acted as a social companion with whom
they could share the reading. The social connection made with the
robot appeared to positively influence the child’s interest and was
found to deepen over a period of two weeks. These results suggest
that augmenting existing learning activities can be a feasible and
effect means of integrating a social robot with existing curriculum
to support classroom educational goals at home. While this work is
promising, several limitations are highlighted by the authors that
limit the robot’s ability to provide socially meaningful interactions.
First, the robot used a classic unexpressive text-to-speech engine
that children found detracted from the reading experience. Second,
these studies included a small sample size and did not compare
experiences between two similar, but distinct, robots. Third, the
studies only considered the student experience and their situational
interest while reading with the robot and did not examine learning as an outcome of the interaction. These limitations reduce the
study’s capacity for more generalizable claims and does not investigate whether it is the socially adept activity of the robot or simply
the effect of having any robot that drives social connection-making,
the development of interest, or learning. Finally, the studies have
been limited to reading activities structured around casual reading
of popular fiction and non-fiction books. It may be easier for the
robot to establish a social connection and promote interest and
learning while sharing this casual type of reading experience than
in the context of reading an academic textbook.
In this study, we expand on findings from prior work to further
our understanding of learning and interest development with a social robot during a shared reading experience of academic content.
We examine the ability of a socially adept robot to promote social
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connection-making, situational interest, and learning in the context of science textbook reading as compared to a socially neutral
robot. We conducted this examination as a randomized controlled
experiment as a first step in assessing the feasibility of a socially
adept robot to positively affect interest and learning that can later
be tested in more authentic settings. In this study, we posited and
pre-registered1 the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis. Interacting with a socially adept robot will result in
greater social connection-making with the robot, situational interest,
and learning for children reading a science textbook when compared
to a socially neutral robot.

3

METHOD

To explore the effects of socially adept behavior from a robot learning companion on social connection-making, situational interest,
and learning in the context of science textbook reading, we conducted a laboratory study in which we asked participants to read
a science textbook with a learning companion robot. The robot,
which we called “Newt,” was programmed to demonstrate interaction behavior that was either socially adept or socially neutral.
The socially adept robot incorporated many of the design elements
from Michaelis and Mutlu [49] as social interest scaffolds, and the
neutral robot reduced the use of the elements where applicable.
In the following paragraphs, we describe the design of the robot
§3.1.1, the experimental conditions §3.1.2, the design of the robot’s
comments §3.1.3, and the selection of reading materials §3.1.4. We
then explain our procedure §3.2 and our evaluation measures §3.3.

3.1

Robot Design

Newt (See Figure 3) is a modified version of the freely available 3Dprintable Maki robot design from Hello Robo2 . The Maki robot has
1 Pre-registration

available at: http://aspredicted.org/blind.php?x=ub7de5.

2 https://www.hello-robo.com/

Figure 2: Pages from the middle school physics text. The left
page includes an AprilTag at the top right of the text and a
hands-on “discover activity” to be completed during the interaction. The right page includes an AprilTag that prompts
variable comments related to the image above it.

Figure 3: Child scanning an AprilTag by pointing the textbook towards the robot’s camera (red circle on robot torso).
a 13.5-inch-tall body including a static torso with servo-controlled
moveable head and eyes. We modified the Maki design to improve
the interaction methods for the robot by adding a small camera
with a fish-eye lens and a 7-inch touchscreen to the robot. To do so,
we modified the 3D-printable files to set a mounting space for the
camera near the top of the torso, extruded a mounting plate from
the front torso of the robot and added a custom case for the 7” screen
to connect to the mounting plate. The camera was used to allow
the robot to process facial recognition software and read scannable
ID tags. The touchscreen was used to display the graphical user
interface (GUI) with a large image across the top three-quarters of
the screen and five interactive color-coded buttons along the bottom
quarter. Each colored button also included the text indicating its
function. The child could indicate “yes” or “continue” with the green
button, “no” or “stop” with the red button, “repeat” with the blue
button, “Pause” with the yellow button, and ask for “help” with the
purple button (“help” was disabled for this study).
3.1.1 General Interaction Design of the Robot. In both conditions,
the interaction with Newt begins with the child reading out-loud
from a custom-made introductory book that is used to demonstrate
how to interact with the robot. During this reading, children learn
how to scan special AprilTags, 3 embedded as visual identifiers (IDs),
in the books and how to use the color-coded buttons to respond to
the robot. During the introduction book, children are also asked to
complete a short topic sorting task. Using 10 reading topic interest
cards labeled with AprilTags (e.g., funny, science, art), children
choose all of the types of books or topics they like to read about
and scan the ApriTags on those cards. These topics are saved as
topic preferences in each child’s user profile, and these preferences
are later used to select tailored responses during reading.
After the introductory book, children are then asked to read,
out-loud, 13 pages of text from a middle school physics textbook
[56] that has AprilTags embedded on each page (See Figure 2). The
robot tells them that reading this section is their goal for the day
and to begin when they are ready. As the children progress through
the book, they scan AprilTags on each page (See Figure 3), and the
robot responds with preprogrammed comments that correspond to
3 https://april.eecs.umich.edu/software/apriltag
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the material on that page. These comments include discussing the
main text that the child is reading, directing the child’s attention to
illustrations on the page, or asking them to complete small activities
in the textbook (See Figure 2). There are also two comments during
the reading where the robot will tailor the comment to incorporate
one of the child’s topic preferences in their user profile. At the end
of the reading activity, the robot indicates that the child completed
their reading goal and shuts down.
3.1.2 Comparing Robot Conditions During Interaction. During the
interaction, the learning companion robot is programmed to behave
according to one of two conditions. In the socially adept condition
(treatment condition), the robot behaves according to social design
principles identified in prior work, including the following:
• Expressive speech: Using a natural and expressive speech synthesis tool, the Salli voice from AWS Polly, 4 we prerecorded
each comment for the socially adept robot and tested each
for accurate pitch, tone, and expression [42].
• Nonverbal cues: The robot moved its head and eyes to track
the position of the child and to make eye contact using facial recognition software; averted its gaze at semi-regular
intervals during interaction to avoid overly long eye contact;
and averting its gaze prior to speaking in instances when
the comment should be received as thoughtful [1, 52].
• Personal comments: Each comment was designed to be personal, friendly, and enthusiastic. Over the course of the reading activity, the robot incorporates personal connections
and reactions to the reading based on a fictional back-story,
demonstrates interest and enthusiasm in the reading, refers
to itself as a partner in the reading, and calls the child by
their name [44, 46].
In the socially neutral robot condition (control condition), the
robot followed the same interaction protocol as the the robot in the
treatment condition, but we removed the socially adept behaviors.
All speech in the control condition was synthesized using SVOX
Pico 5 text-to-speech to provide clear speech that is unexpressive in
tone and pitch. The robot does not track the child’s face during their
interaction, nor does the robot use gaze aversion in conjunction
with any spoken comments. Finally, the robot’s comments were
revised to remove any personal connections from the robot, such as
referring to its fictional back-story and enthusiasm for reading. The
robot also does not refer to itself as a partner in the activity, such
as stating “you should keep reading,” instead of “we should keep
reading,” nor does it refer to the child by their name. Each comment
for the socially neutral robot maintained the general content of
the comment as written in the socially adept robot condition (e.g.,
both conditions include comments that direct the child to look at
a picture or re-phrasings of a key portion of the text on the page)
and is similar in length of speech as in the treatment condition.
While we removed as many socially adept behaviors as possible to
create a contrast between conditions, intermittent blinking of the
robot’s eyelids and small semi-randomized head motions during
the interaction ensured that the children are aware that the robot is
functioning properly in both conditions. When either an AprilTag
4 https://aws.amazon.com/polly/

5 https://packages.debian.org/source/jessie/svox
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is scanned or a button is pressed, the robot blinks and makes a
“bleep” noise to indicate receiving the input.
3.1.3 Robot Comments. Each robot comment was carefully designed to appear as if the robot were following along with the
reading that the child is conducting, and each corresponding AprilTag is placed in proximity to the location of the text or graphic to
which the comment refers. For example, for the page on the left
side of Figure 2, scanning the AprilTag on that page prompts the
child to complete the “discover” activity immediately to the left
of the tag. For each comment, a control and treatment condition
version are written where we controlled for length of the comment,
basic content of the comment, and any cognitive supports included
in the content.
To illustrate how the robot provided comments during the reading activity, we provide an example of the robot comments from
one page of the textbook. On page 43 of the textbook (Figure 2, right
page) there is a figure that includes an image of Finnish Reindeer
Skiers in action to demonstrate the effect of friction on a smooth
surface. For this page, we placed an AprilTag just below this figure
and when the tag is scanned, the robot selects one of ten comments
pre-programmed to relate the image in the figure to a topic preference for the child. In this case, if the child indicated that they prefer
to read about sports during their topic sort, the robot’s comment
makes a connection to the sport depicted in the image. In the control condition, this comment read, “The skiing in this picture is a
unique sport called Reindeer racing. The force from the reindeer
must be greater than the force of friction from the skiers,” and in
the treatment condition, this comment read, “Racing with reindeer!
What an incredible sport. I bet the force from the reindeer must be
greater than the force of friction from the skiers.” Both comments
tailor the content to the reader’s topic preferences, but only the
treatment condition uses language that is personal and enthusiastic.
3.1.4 Science Textbook Reading. The science textbook was the
book titled, “Motion, Forces, and Energy,” in the Prentice Hall Science Explorer series [56]. This book was chosen because it is a
commonly used textbook for U.S. middle school (7th and 8th grade)
science classes and is written at a reading level appropriate for 10–
12 year-old children, but it was unlikely that our sample would be
overly familiar with the content, as none had begun their 7th grade
year. We asked children to read section 2.1, Nature of Forces, that
covered an introduction to forces including a definition of force,
balanced and unbalanced forces in two-dimensions, and friction
and gravity. There were two activities in this section that the robot
asked the children to complete. Activity materials were provided
for the child by the researcher, and after each activity the robot
added clarifying comments designed to support comprehension
of the activity outcomes. For example, on page 42 (See Figure 2,
left page) the robot prompts the child to complete the “discover”
activity on the page. The activity involves the child placing two
different sized stacks of quarters on the edge of a table and pushing
them off simultaneously to observe which falls faster. Since Newtonian Physics would determine that both stacks would fall at the
same rate, for clarity, the robot is programmed to comment after
the activity that both stacks of quarters fell at the same time.
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Figure 4: Sample content map depicting connections between biology concepts.

3.2

Procedure

Participants (N = 63) were children from a mid-sized Midwestern
city in the U.S. (ages 10–12; M = 10.9; 36 male, 27 female) who had
not begun their 7th grade year. Children were randomly assigned to
either the treatment or control condition. One child in the control
condition could not complete the study due to technical problems
with the robot, and four children (two in each condition) did not
complete all study activities in the time allotted for the visit. Data
from these five participants were removed from analysis, leaving
29 children in each condition. Children completed study activities
in a campus lab office after parent consent. Parents of the children
were compensated $25 USD for the study, and study protocols were
reviewed and approved by an institutional review board.
Each participant began the study by completing a pre-test to
assess prior knowledge of the physics concepts included in the
reading, followed by measures of individual interest in science and
reading and a reading ability assessment. Children then followed the
robot interaction protocol that included reading the introduction
book and 13 pages of the textbook chapter. After completing the
reading session with the robot, children were asked to complete a
concept-map activity, a survey of their social evaluation of the robot,
a post-test to assess learning from the reading activity, a survey of
situational interest, and provide demographic information. Finally,
children were interviewed about the experience with the robot. In
this analysis, we include results from quantitative measures from
the study. All qualitative data are currently undergoing further
analysis and will be reported in detail in future publications. All
measures are described in detail in the next section.

3.3

Measures

3.3.1 Learning Measures. We administered two types of assessments to estimate content knowledge for each child. The first was
a content knowledge test similar to classroom quizzes commonly
administered to assess a child’s understanding of academic content.
The content knowledge tests in this study consisted of 12 questions
(9 multiple-choice and 3 open-ended) designed for the study to be
balanced in complexity from basic comprehension to synthesis [10]

and align with the science content in the textbook. Two similar versions of the test were created to be used as either pre- or post-tests.
The test order was randomized to control for test difficulty. Each
question was scored on a scale of 0-1, and partially correct answers
given partial credit. Pre- and post-tests were scored by summing
points across all items with a range of possible scores from 0 to 12.
Since this type of content knowledge test often reflects a shallow
understanding of content knowledge that can be easily repeated
from reading materials, we also chose to incorporate a concept-map
activity (See Figure 4) to assess knowledge at a deeper level. Making
a concept-map consists of drawing nodes that represent main ideas
and drawing lines between nodes including text to describe how
the ideas in the nodes are related. The concept-map assessment
represents an alternative method for assessing student learning
and comprehension to that of a quiz score, because a concept-map
requires a depth of understanding of how ideas are interrelated with
little guidance from the assessment itself [63]. Thus, using a conceptmap is intended to give insight into deeper content learning.
Each child was given instructions and an example (Figure 4)
on how to complete a concept-map, prior to beginning their own
concept-map of the ideas contained in the textbook reading. Children where then instructed to “draw a concept-map about what you
just read on the paper below. Start out with what you believe to be
the main ideas of what you read and connect other ideas from there.”
They were given 5 minutes to complete their concept-map and were
not allowed to refer back to the text. Each concept-map was analyzed using a standardized rubric used in prior work and scored for
accuracy [59, 68]. concept-maps scores were calculated by summing
the number of scientifically accurate connections made.
3.3.2 Situational Interest. To measure situational interest for the
reading session, we included a survey of situational interest with
two factors, catch and hold situational interest, that is based on a
previously validated and reliable measure [41]. We modified the
language of each item to relate to experiences with reading activities, and in some cases made the reading level of the items more age
appropriate. These two factors each included 6 Likert-style items on
a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). An example of
catch and hold interest items includes: “I think the topics I learned
about in the reading activity matter to me.”
3.3.3 Social Connection-Making. After each session, children completed a survey to measure their perception of the robot along several socially meaningful traits to assess the level of social connectionmaking the child experienced with the robot. The measures of
childrens’ perception of the robot included a survey of 14 items
developed from of a measure of social and intelligence evaluations
of digital agents that includes five factors: sociable (5 items), mutual
liking (2 items), attractiveness (2 items), human-likeness (1 item),
and intelligence (4 items) [53, 58]. This survey included 14 adjective
pair items where children were asked to rate their feelings about
the robot on a scale of 1 (first adjective, e.g., unhappy) to 7 (second
adjective, e.g., happy). For example, one item for the sociable factor
asked the child “How bored or excited was your partner?,” and the
child was asked to choose between bored and excited on the adjective pair scale. Examples of adjective pairs for the other factors on
the survey include very little to very much (human-like), not-cute
to cute (attractive), not-smart to smart (intelligence). We also asked
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how much the child liked the robot, and how much the robot liked
the child with adjective pairs of very little to very much. We also
included one item to assess the child’s feeling of closeness with
the robot based on a previously validated measure [24] that found
the single item to be equally appropriate for measuring closeness
as several other larger measurement tools. This measure asks children to choose one set of increasingly overlapping circles that “best
shows your relationship with the robot.”
Each survey was scored as a mean score of all items on the
survey in order to reduce the scale to a range (1-7) more easily
interpreted than a simple raw score. For each survey, we calculated
Crohnbach’s alpha, with α > 0.70 as an indicator of reliability [17],
and conducted a factor analysis to verify the factor structure of
each measure was consistent with models from prior work.
3.3.4 Randomization Checks. We also included several measures to
estimate whether the randomized groups were relatively equivalent.
These measures included the pre-test of content knowledge (see
section 3.3.1), reading ability, and self-report Likert-style surveys
of individual interest for science (science interest) and individual
interest for reading (reading interest). We also asked children to
provide demographics including age and gender.
For the reading ability assessment children read a one-page article and answered 6 questions (4 multiple-choice and 2 open-ended)
on the article. The assessment was based on the 5th grade Florida
Comprehensive Assessment Test for reading comprehension. Children were given as much time as they needed to read the article,
and 5 minutes to answer the questions while referencing the article.
Each question was scored on a scale of 0-1 with partial credit for
partially correct answers with a maximum possible score of 6.
The science interest and reading interest scales, developed and
tested in prior work [3], were based on a previously validated
reliable measure of individual interest [2]. The reading interest scale
was modified by incorporating language from the Motivation for
Reading Questionnaire [71]. Each of these scales included 10 Likertstyle items where children were asked to rate their agreement with
each statement on a scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly
agree). Examples of science and reading interest items include: “if
my science homework is interesting, I will keep working at it even
if it is difficult,” and “I like to read hard, challenging books.”
3.3.5 Statistical Analysis. As a check of random assignment to condition groups, all group characteristics were compared for mean
differences, and a comparison of gender ratios for each group was
also considered. To answer our research question, we then conducted an independent t-test to compare mean differences for each
group for each of the 10 outcome measures. Since these tests all
represented tests of the primary research questions, we use a significance test of α = 0.05 for each test, without including family-wise
error correction as it is unnecessary in this type of testing [39].
We do also report the results of significance testing using a HolmBonferonni correction for family-wise error rate in the case that
our readers would like to apply this more stringent criteria in considering our results. We also consider the effect size for each result
using Cohen’s d with conventional effect sizes of small (d > 0.20),
medium (d > 0.40), and large (d > 0.80) [13].
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Table 1: Comparison of group characteristics between control and treatment groups.

4

Measure

Control
Mean (SD)

Treatment
Mean (SD)

Age
Male/Female
Reading Interest
Science Interest
Reading Ability
Pre-test

10.79 (0.62)
17/12
5.40 (0.87)
4.39 (1.23)
4.21 (1.36)
3.73 (1.56)

11.03 (0.82)
16/13
5.63 (0.75)
4.61 (1.00)
4.54 (1.17)
3.45 (1.76)

RESULTS

All group characteristics were found to be similar between the
control and treatment groups (See Table 1), satisfying our randomization check. We also found all survey measures to have high
internal reliability and a factor structure similar to prior work. Individual interest in reading (α = 0.75; M = 5.50; SD = 0.80) was
higher than individual interest in science (α = 0.87; M = 4.54;
SD = 1.09), and both distributions were centered around the mean
and similar for both groups (t(58) = 0.75, p = 0.46). For pre-test
assessments, low scores (M = 3.64; SD = 1.70) indicated that
prior knowledge for the physics content was low but similar between groups (t(58) = 0.62, p = 0.53). Measures of reading ability
(M = 4.36; SD = 1.30) indicated a relative high reading level that
skewed to the left and was even between groups (t(58) = 1.01,
p = 0.32). Both groups also had similar ratios of males to females.
Males prior knowledge (M = 4.07, SD = 1.76) was higher than
females (M = 3.07, SD = 1.47; t(60) = 2.38, p = 0.02), but no other
differences were found between genders. We also found differences
in reading ability and prior knowledge were stratified as expected
across age. The 12-year old children had higher prior knowledge
(M = 4.72, SD = 2.03) than 10-year-olds (M = 2.93, SD = 1.16,
p = 0.007), and 12-year-olds (M = 5.16, SD = 0.46, p = 0.0007) and
11-year-olds (M = 4.49, SD = 1.19, p = 0.03) had higher reading
ability than 10-year-olds (M = 3.59, SD = 1.37). No other main
effects were found based on age.
To examine group differences in social connection-making with
the robot we compared measures of childrens’ perceptions of the
robot for each group (See Table 2 and Figure 5). We found a large
effect size for differences in closeness, with the treatment group
(M = 3.17, SD = 0.89) significantly higher than the control (M =
2.41, SD = 0.91, t(56) = 3.22, p = 0.002, d = 0.84). For perception
of the robot’s sociability, we found a large effect size where those in
the treatment group (M = 5.63, SD = 0.98) had higher mean scores
than those in the control group (M = 4.51, SD = 1.11, t(56) = 4.09,
p = 0.0001, d = 1.07). For the measure of mutual-liking, we found
a large effect size where the treatment group M = 5.53, SD = 1.27)
had significantly higher mean scores than the control group (M =
4.40, SD = 1.42,t(56) = 3.22, p = 0.002, d = 0.84). We found a
medium effect for children describing the robot as attractive with
treatment scores (M = 4.19, SD = 1.42) significantly higher than
the control (M = 3.36, SD = 1.46, t(56) = 2.19, p = 0.03, d = 0.57).
Finally, no significant differences were found for describing the
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Table 2: Perception of robot measures, including Cohen’s d
measure of effect size. * denotes p < 0.05 and † denotes Bonferroni corrected α. For all tests, df = 56.
Measure

Group

M (SD)

t

d

p

Closeness

Control
Treatment
Control
Treatment
Control
Treatment
Control
Treatment
Control
Treatment
Control
Treatment

2.41 (0.91)
3.17 (0.89)
4.51 (1.11)
5.63 (0.98)
4.40 (1.42)
5.53 (1.27)
3.36 (1.46)
4.19 (1.42)
3.45 (1.30)
3.83 (1.39)
5.83 (1.02)
5.71 (0.72)

3.22

0.84

0.002∗ †

4.09

1.07

0.0001 ∗ †

3.22

0.84

0.002∗ †

2.19

0.57

0.03 ∗

1.07

0.2

0.29

0.52

0.14

0.60

Sociable
Mutual–
Liking
Attractive
Human
Intelligent

Table 3: Differences in learning and interest measures, including Cohen’s d measure of effect size. * denotes α < 0.05
and † denotes Bonferroni corrected α. For all tests, df = 56.
Measure

Group

M (SD)

t

d

p

Concept-map

Control
Treatment
Control
Treatment
Control
Treatment
Control
Treatment

1.79 (1.95)
3.48 (2.96)
5.29 (2.16)
5.40 (2.32)
4.19 (1.49)
5.03 (1.27)
4.21 (1.64)
5.00 (1.42)

2.57

0.67

0.01 ∗

0.19

0.05

0.85

2.3

0.60

0.03∗

1.95

0.51

0.06

Post-Test
Hold Interest
Catch Interest

robot as human-like (t(56) = 1.07, p = 0.29, d = 0.20) or for
intelligence (t(56) = 0.52, p = 0.60, d = 0.14).
We then compared measures of situational interest and learning
for each group (See Table 3 and Figure 6). For hold situational
interest, we found a medium effect and significant difference in
mean scores, where the treatment group (M = 5.03, SD = 1.27) was
higher than the control group (M = 4.19, SD = 1.49, t(56) = 2.3,
p = 0.03, d = 0.60). For catch situational interest, there was a
medium effect size and marginal difference between groups, where
the treatment group (M = 5.00, SD = 1.42) was higher than the
control group (M = 4.21, SD = 1.64, t(56) = 1.95, p = 0.06, d =
0.51). For Post-Test measures, there was no significant difference
between control (M = 5.29, SD = 2.16) and treatment groups
(M = 5.40, SD = 2.32, t(56) = 0.19, p = 0.85, d = 0.05). There was
a significant increase in test scores with a large effect size from
pre-test to post-test for both control (t(56) = 3.16, p = 0.0025,
d = 0.83) and treatment groups (t(56) = 3.5,p = 0.0008, d = 0.93).
For scientifically accurate connections made on the concept-map
activity, we found a medium effect size where those in the treatment
group (M = 3.48, SD = 2.96) had significantly higher mean scores
than those in the control group (M = 1.79, SD = 1.95, t(56) = 2.57,
p = 0.01, d = 0.67).

5

DISCUSSION

In this paper we present quantitative measures of learning and
self-report measures of situational interest and social connectionmaking with the robot in order to answer the research question:
Does a socially adept robot increase positive social connectionmaking, situational interest, and learning for children reading a
science textbook when compared to a socially neutral robot? We
found strong statistical support favoring the socially adept robot
for all measures of social connection-making and interest, and
for learning as measured by the concept-maps, but no treatment
differences on the written post-test.

5.1

Social Connections, Interest, and Learning

Our quantitative measures demonstrate that reading with the socially adept robot supports greater social connection-making with
the robot that benefits situational interest and deep learning than
the socially neutral robot. These findings are consistent with prior
work that suggests socially adept behavior for a robot can enhance
social connection-making [44], socially supportive robot behaviors
enhance learning and motivation [64], and that socially situated
interest supports during educational activities benefit interest and
learning [35].
We found evidence that children found the socially adept robot
to be more attractive and sociable and that they felt greater levels
of closeness and mutual-liking for the socially adept robot. However, we did not find differences in how the children perceived each
robot’s intelligence or human-likeness. These results are consistent
with the design of our study, and with previous work [43, 46, 53].
We designed the main differences between the robots to be social
differences that were driven by verbal and non-verbal social cues.
These socially adept behaviors included head and eye gaze behaviors designed to increase the perception that the robot was making
eye contact and averting its gaze in socially appropriate ways, and
verbal patterns that included more personal dialogue and more
natural and expressive speech patterns. These differences did seem
to increase the perception that the robot was sociable and attractive,
and may also have contributed to feeling closeness and liking the
robot. Interestingly, we did not find differences in how the children
perceived the robot’s intelligence or it’s human-likeness. While this
finding is in contrast to previous work suggesting non-verbal cues
such as proper eye gaze movements increases the perception that
the robot is thoughtful [1], it may be that the identical physical
design of the robot and input methods contributed more strongly
to these perceptions than did any of the social differences between
the robots. It also may be the case that children were less aware
of the robot’s physical movements because they were attending
the reading from the textbook. However, these explanations and
inferences require further study.
As expected, the differences in social aptitude of the robots led
to differences in situational interest, where scores for catch and
hold situational interest were higher for children working with
the socially adept robot. While the differences in catch situational
interest were only marginally significant, we did find a medium
effect size, which indicates a fairly strong impact. We believe that
liking the robot, feeling closer to the robot, and seeing the robot
as sociable and attractive all contributed to the feeling of positive
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Perception of the Robot by Condition
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Figure 5: Bar graphs comparing perceptions of the robot by condition with means and (standard deviation) appearing in each
bar. A solid line with * indicates p < 0.05 and a dotted line indicates p < 0.10. Whiskers represent standard error.
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Figure 6: Bar graphs comparing learning and interest outcome measures by condition. Means and (standard deviation) appear
in each bar. A solid line with * indicates p < 0.05 and a dotted line indicates p < 0.10. Whiskers represent standard error.
social interaction that improve situational interest [8, 47]. This
finding is important, because we are able to demonstrate that social
behaviors from the robot contribute to situational interest beyond
simple effects from novelty or the learning supports of working with
a robot in general. We also find the promotion of hold situational
interest is particularly important, because this type of situational
interest is thought to be related to developing long-term individual
interest. This outcome supports the feasibility of this type of social
robot to promote individual interest development over a long-term
interaction, and prior results by Michaelis and Mutlu [50] suggest
engagement with a similar robot can be maintained over the course
of two weeks. What remains to be seen is how well a socially adept
robot can maintain those interactions and continue to support
interest and learning over an extend period of time while integrated
with an authentic curriculum.
Finally, we also found that working with the socially adept robot
impacted learning outcomes, but the positive impact on learning
was only found from comparison of the concept-map scores rather
than the more traditional quiz type of learning measures of the
post-test. Both groups had similar mean scores on their post-test
quizzes that were significant increases when compared to their
pre-test scores. The improvement of test scores for both groups
shows augmenting reading a science textbook with an interactive

robot with any level of social aptitude may be an effective means
for content learning in this context, but further testing is needed
to identify if this increase is greater than learning gains from a
child reading on their own. Our finding of similar post-test scores
between groups may be because some of the mechanisms for improved learning through social supports are related to reducing
cognitive load during learning via distributing cognitive activity
and pointing out relevant information during the learning activity [31]. In our study, robots in both conditions performed these
cognitive supporting roles, because the design included controlling
for the amount of verbal interaction and the parts of the textbook
reading that were referred to by the robot.
Our finding of greater levels of scientifically accurate statements
on concept-maps for learners in the socially adept condition may
suggest that heightened social connections and situational interest
were more beneficial in an unstructured measure of learning like the
concept-map assessment than they are in a traditional post-test quiz.
The post-test assessment was designed to assess content knowledge
across a variety of levels of difficulty, but the test structure gave
students some support for utilizing concepts as these concepts were
referred to in other portions of the test. In contrast, the conceptmap was an entirely unstructured activity, in which the children
were asked to start with a blank paper and recall concepts and
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organize them according to their connections to each other. This
may explain the differences in our measures of learning outcomes,
and some of the contradictory results from prior work on the effect
of situational interest on learning [47]. However, this relationship
requires further exploration.

5.2

Summary, Limitations, and Future Work

Increasing individual interest and promoting deeper learning in
science are both sorely needed in an age of increasing demand for
scientific and technical expertise in the workforce [16]. We believe
our findings provide early evidence that social robots used as learning companions designed to maximize socially adept behaviors and
utilize socially situated interest scaffolds help address this problem
by improving social connection-making, situational interest and
learning in science. Of particular importance, is the relationship
between socially adept robot behaviors and increased hold situational interest that contributes to developing individual interest in
science. These benefits of working with a social robot, and their
ability to perform personalized learning tasks and easily integrate
into educational activities may eventually justify the additional cost
associated with robotic technology needed to provide this type of
social learning support.
For long-term development of individual interest in science, repeated experiences with high levels of hold situational interest are
crucial [62], and a learning companion robot appears more capable of inducing this type of situational interest during a science
homework reading activity when it utilizes socially adept behavior.
Integrating socially adept robot interactions as part of a science curriculum over a series of in-home readings appears to be a feasible
way of influencing student interest in science while not disrupting
the existing curriculum or homework activity. This recommendation has practical significance for curriculum designers and educators, because it presents a model for designing social robots to be
integrated into existing science curriculum, especially in the role
of supporting children while reading a textbook for homework.
We also make a significant theoretical contribution to HCI and
HRI fields by demonstrating the impact of socially adept robot behaviors on social connection-making, interest, and learning. We
have shown that social aptitude appears to impact childrens’ perception of the robot as sociable and attractive as well as their feelings
of closeness and mutual-like of the robot, but that this aptitude does
not necessarily have an impact on how human-like or intelligent
the robot appears. This finding is in contrast to other findings in
HRI that have found that social behaviors, such as eye gaze aversion
while speaking can lead to feeling the robot is more thoughtful [1],
and suggests more research in this area is needed to fully flesh
out this complicated interaction. We also contribute to theory in
interest development and HCI by demonstrating that a robotic
agent is effective in playing the role of a social other in interest
development, and that the social aptitude of the robot positively
impacts the generation of situational interest, including both hold
and catch situational interest, in an activity in similar ways to
human-human interactions during learning activities. This is an
important finding, because it supports the continued exploration of
social robots as learning companions to benefit both learning and
interest development in academic content.

Joseph E Michaelis and Bilge Mutlu
There are several limitations of the study that need to be addressed in order to strengthen the claims made in the paper and
further explore social robots as a learning companion in academic
domains. First, while larger than many similar studies of humanrobot interaction, the sample size of our study is somewhat low for
conducting a randomized controlled experiment and leaves some
of our analysis underpowered. We believe our findings, particularly
several medium to large effect sizes, are strong indicators of the
differences between socially adept versus socially neutral robot behaviors, but future work should increase the sample to bolster the
generalizability of these results. A larger sample would also allow
inclusion of additional comparison groups to better understand the
impact of learning with a social robot. We would suggest future
work include additional comparison groups where children read the
textbook by themselves or with another technology, such as a tablet
computer, so that the learning gains found for both of our robot
groups could be better compared against other methods of learning.
We would also suggest studies with a larger sample examine the
differences in outcomes based on existing interest in science or in
reading ability that our study would have been too underpowered
to explore. There are also some limitations in interpreting the results of our learning measures. It is not entirely clear why working
with the socially adept robot would promote higher concept-map
scores but not post-test scores. In this paper, we suggest this may
be due to the differences in structure of these assessments and that
the concept-map activity may represent a deeper type of learning,
but this conclusion requires further validation. This complex result
may also be related to the order that these assessments were administered. Each child completed the concept-map before the post-test,
and this order may have induced a priming effect on the post-test
scores. Again, further study that balances the order of the learning
measures are needed to better interpret our results. There are also
limitations to the physical and programming design of the robot
that will need to be addressed to better realize the potential of social
robots as learning companions, but these limitations are common
in this field [6]. These improvements include better methods of
speech recognition for children that would allow for more natural
verbal interactions between the child and robot, and methods of
expanding a robot’s capacity for evaluating and utilizing information about the environment and the learner’s social and emotional
states. Finally, this study represents successful outcomes for social
connection-making, situational interest, and learning, but the interaction with the robot was confined to a controlled laboratory
setting during one short reading session. To better understand the
impact of socially adept behavior from a learning companion robot
that is designed for long-term interaction during homework activity, long-term in situ testing will be required, which will allow for
examination of the stability of the social connections and learning,
and the development of individual interest. We intend to address
many of these limitations in our future work.
In summary, we believe that a learning companion robot is
well suited to successfully augment traditional science learning
tasks, such as reading informational texts as homework, and that
equipping these robots with socially adept behaviors provides additional benefits for social connection-making, situational interest,
and learning during a science learning task.
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SELECTION AND PARTICIPATION OF
CHILDREN

We recruited families with children aged 10-12 years of age to
participate in our from the local community through email recruitment using university mass email services, and through posting
recruitment flyers on and near campus. ChildrenâĂŹs parents gave
written informed consent prior to the start of the study, and all children assented to participate. Parents and children were informed
that researchers may use and share data, including video, images,
and transcribed speech, in publications or presentations for academic purposes with all identifiable information in transcribed
speech removed. All children had the opportunity to interact with
our learning companion robot. The protocol was approved by the
University’s Internal Reiew Board .
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